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The Malayalam script, like Devanagari, is written from left to right. In the traditional

script, each character represents a syllable-sized unit, but recent innovations have in-

troduced a few elements of alphabetic writing into the script.

The script is "phonemic" insofar as it encodes most contrasts at the classical pho-

nemic level of representation. With a few exceptions, a character in the script (called

an aksaram) denotes a vowel by itself, or one or more consonants followed by a vow-

el. The inventory oi' fundamental aksaram characters in Malayalam is given in their

traditional order (reading left to right), vowels (svaram) m table 38.1 and conso-

nants (vyanjanam) in table 38.2. Note that both written and spoken Malayalam, un-

like most Indian languages, contrast dental [t], alveolar [t], and retroflex [Q (albeit

only when doubled). Also contrastive are nasals in seven articulatory positions: [m],

[n], [iiJ, [ji], [q] in the script, plus [n] and [r)T in pronunciation.

In TABLE 38.2, the transliteration symbols are given in terms of (abstract) con-

sonants alone; when pronounced, the aksaram is pronounced with following a, thus

^k = ka. The aksaram ^Srm ks actually represents a conjunct consonant (see below),

but is conventionally listed as a unit, near the end of the canonical order.

In simple cases, the svaram and vyanjanam characters can be simply strung to-

gether to form words: coirao ara 'room', cor^) an ana 'elephant', oJcB^ paka 'hostility'.

The svaram characters are used only when the vowel occurs initially in a syllable, as

in the initial syllables in 'room' and 'elephant'. Elsewhere, when the syllable begins

with a consonant, the vyanjanam character indicates the consonant-vowel sequence.

A marginal contrast between velars ([k] etc.) and palatalized velars ([k^] etc.) is

not reflected in the script; both series are indicated by the characters <^ k gh kh ui g
^"^ gh €B n. The symbol cd n represents dental [n] when initial, alveolar [n] else-

where; but its geminate form cm represents both dental [nn], as in ojctdI [panni]

'pig', and alveolar [nn], as in d&^ODl [kanni] 'unmarried girl'. The symbol o r is pro-

nounced, when doubled, as alveolar [tt], e.g. cdoo o marram [maittam] 'change'; else-

where it is alveolar [r], e.g. d&^ol kari [kari] 'curry'.

A vyanjanam character by itself has the value of a syllable onset followed by the

vowel a. When a syllable is followed by a vowel other than a, the vowel is indicated

by a diacritic on the letter, rather than the full svaram character. The regular diacritics

and their values are illustrated in table 38.1 with the vyanjanam oJ p. The shapes

of uu are irregular with some consonants, as shown in table 38.3. However, in the
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TABLE 38.1: Vowel Symbols (svaram); Vowel-Consonant Combinations

Svaram
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TABLE 38.3: Irregular Shapes of-u and -u



TABLE 38.6: Vertical Conjuncts (in order ofsecond member)
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script is the linearization of the diacritics in such a way that a complex character can

be built by a left-to-right sequence of separate sorts for the main symbol and the dia-

critics (table 38.8).

The second innovation is the breaking up of consonant clusters into sequences of

atomic characters, using either a cillaksaram as in an? (2 for 02 nma, or the diacritic -

(which otherwise writes [9]) to indicate a consonant without a vowel (table 38.9).

Given these two changes, one would expect the modem script to become increasingly

alphabetic, with each symbol representing a single segment. However, what has hap-

pened is that individual printers have opted for "modernizing" some characters but

not others, thereby creating an inconsistent script with a large number of random op-

tions.

By and large, a space between two characters corresponds to a word boundary.

However, Malayalam also allows a common style of writing in which the words of a

phonological phrase are strung together such that the space between letters corre-

sponds to a pause. For example, a cillaksaram^ as stated earlier, appears before a

pause. When a sonorant consonant is followed by vowels in the same phonological

phrase, the cillaksaram is replaced by a regular character (table 38.10). Similar ob-

servations apply to the encoding of phonological processes across words such as

shwa insertion, glide insertion, gemination, nasal deletion, and so on (Mohanan

1986). The results of these processes are quite often represented in the script. When
this happens, there is no space between the two words that participate in the phono-

logical process.

The numerals are shown in table 38.11.

table 38.8: Simplified Characters



TABLE 38.10: Spelling at Phrase Break

In Pause Scriptio Continua

CGT^CUCT^ avan 'he' cmCiKD^^O avanata 'He is there.'

(mciAbQ aval 'she' mcUQ^culQS avalevite 'Where is she?'

CLEJC^ malar 'popped rice' mej 0)0(^1 malarayi 'The popped rice is ready.'

TABLE 38.11: Numerals


